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Blinds.com deploys
Genesys Interaction Process Automation
Workload management solution helps improve customer service, increase productivity  
and reduce agent-onboarding time

The challenge
For e-commerce companies like Blinds.com,  
fast and effective service is key to maintaining 
high levels of customer satisfaction.  
Their 32-person customer service team  
is responsible for managing inquiries about  
re-orders, shipping and other questions, and  
also works with their 30 suppliers to resolve 
customer issues and track reorders  
and changes.

For every issue that requires follow-up,  
Blinds.com sends customers an email asking 
about their service experience 30 days after  
the request was made. “One of our customers’ 
most common complaints was the lack of  
follow-up on their service issues,” said Martin 
Claggett, Director of Operations for Blinds.com. 

“In other words, they weren’t getting answers 
to their questions, or their complaints went 
unresolved. We needed to take a closer look at 
how we managed customer service follow-up  
to identify processes that could be improved.” 

“We realized that each of our customer service 
agents had their own methods for managing 
follow-up, which led to variations in our overall 
approach to resolving customer problems,” said 
Claggett. “For example, agents would send 
suppliers re-order requests to different company 
contacts using various email formats, while 
delivering some information about the order 
but not other information. Some agents might 
use Microsoft Outlook calendars to remind 
them about follow-ups, and others might simply 
use handwritten notes. We knew we needed 
consistency to improve our interactions with  
both suppliers and customers.”

The solution
Blinds.com had previously deployed  
Genesys PureConnect, the all-in-one customer 
engagement solution for contact centers. They 
had also deployed three PureConnect workforce 
optimization applications: Interaction Recorder® 
for multichannel recording and quality monitoring, 
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Challenges: 
• Improve speed and consistency  

of follow-up on service issues;  
increase visibility into processes  
to eliminate inefficiencies.
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Interaction Feedback® for automated post-call 
customer satisfaction surveys and Interaction 
Optimizer® for workforce management.

Genesys reseller, Automated Voice and Data 
Solutions (AVDS) of Houston, had helped  
deploy the PureConnect software suite, and  
provide ongoing support.

“When we began the search for a workload 
management solution, we didn’t have to  
look far,” said Claggett. “While we reviewed  
other solutions as part of our due diligence, we 
put a lot of trust in AVDS, who recommended  
the Genesys Interaction Process Automation  
(IPA) application to be added to the existing 
PureConnect solution.”

IPA is designed to use proven contact center 
technologies to capture, prioritize, route,  
escalate, track and manage work throughout  
the entire workload management lifecycle.

“Because IPA ran on the PureConnect platform, 
we knew it would be easy and fast to integrate,  
as well as cost-effective,” said Claggett.

Blinds.com phased in their IPA deployment to 
ensure a smooth and successful rollout. “We  
set performance metrics for productivity and 
training, and evaluated existing processes to  
help us determine the best ones to automate  
for the most efficient workflows,” said Claggett. 

The benefits
As a result of deploying IPA, Blinds.com was  
able to ensure consistency of interactions with 
both suppliers and customers. “We used IPA 
to deploy consistent workflows for customer 
service cases that now enable agents to 
deliver the necessary information to suppliers, 
set automated reminders for follow-ups, and 
choose formatted emails for various customer 
queries,” said Claggett. “Based on this success, 
we’re adding more automated processes to the 
existing 14 we’ve built using IPA.”

Blinds.com has also reported increased 
productivity as a result of IPA. “After we 
mandated the use of IPA, nearly every user 
increased the calls they took by 25%,” said 
Claggett. “Before IPA, we anticipated we would 
still need a large team to conduct our usual 
follow-ups. However, out of our 32-person call 
center, only two people now conduct  
follow-up, handling an average of 150  
follow-up work items and emails every day.”

Agent-onboarding time has also dropped 
significantly as a result of IPA. “The IPA workflows 
actually walk agents through each process so 
there’s no need for them to memorize all of the 
steps,” said Claggett. “We test each workflow by 
having an agent walk through it with no training 
at all. If they make it through with no questions, 
we’ve met our goal.”

The guided process flows have also contributed 
to higher levels of customer satisfaction. “IPA  
has enabled us to dramatically decrease 
customer complaints associated with follow-up,” 
said Claggett. “The process flows are guiding 
our agents through roughly 50% of the reasons 
customers call us–the remaining 50% amounts 
to only 1% to 2% of our calls per reason.”

Blinds.com has also extended their use of IPA  
to the accounting team, who now use their 
guided processes to improve service to 
customers paying by check.

“When it comes to processes, you don’t know 
what you don’t know,” said Claggett. “IPA has 
revealed exactly where our bottlenecks, errors 
and inconsistencies were occurring so we could 
pinpoint real problems, not just toss a solution 
at the wall hoping it would stick. IPA has helped 
us cost-effectively root out the source of our 
inefficiencies, which has resulted in the kind of 
consistent, positive customer experience that 
drives repeat business and referrals.” 

After we mandated the  
use of IPA, nearly every 
user increased the calls 
they took by 25%. Before 
IPA, we anticipated we 
would still need a large 
team to conduct our  
usual follow-ups. However, 
out of our 32-person call 
center, only two people 
now conduct follow-up, 
handling an average of  
150 follow-up work items 
and emails every day. ”

Martin Claggett 
Director of Operations 
Blinds.com

“  
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ABOUT GENESYS

Genesys® powers more than 25 billion of the world’s best customer experiences each year. Our success  comes 
from connecting employee and customer conversations on any channel, every day. Over 10,000 companies in 
more than 100 countries trust our #1 customer experience platform to drive great business outcomes. Genesys 
on-premise and cloud solutions are built to be fluid, instinctive and profoundly empowering. Combining the best of 
technology and human ingenuity, we work the way you think.

Visit us at genesys.com or call us at +1.888.436.3797

Genesys and the Genesys logo are registered trademarks of Genesys. All other company names and logos may be trademarks  or 
registered trademarks of their respective holders. © 2018 Genesys. All rights reserved.

About Blinds.com
Blinds.com is the largest online provider of 
custom window treatments in the world. 
The company serves more than one million 
customers throughout the U.S. and Canada 
and offers huge savings on high-quality 
window blinds, shades, plantation shutters, and 
draperies. Blinds.com is the 10th fastest-growing 
e-commerce company in America. It employs 101 
people and is headquartered in Houston, Texas. 

 
 
 
For more information,  
call (800) 505-1905. 
www.blinds.com

About AVDS
In a world with 50 billion devices, AVDS partners 
with organizations on their digital transformation 
journey with Communications, Collaboration, 
and Customer Engagement solutions. Our 
deliberately different approach begins with 
identifying a customer’s uniqueness and weaving 
it into our strategic offerings. For over 25 years, 
digital disruption has been in our DNA. Awarded 
Genesys North American Partner of the Year, 
2016, AVDS represents leading manufacturers, 
including Genesys, CallMiner, SmartAction, 
Teleopti, and Vidyo.

 
 
 
1225 N. Loop West,  
Suite 1055  
Houston, Texas 77008  
(800) 308-6423 
www.avds.com

“IPA has revealed exactly where our bottlenecks, errors and 
inconsistencies were occurring so we could pinpoint real problems.IPA 
has helped us cost-effectively root out the source of our inefficiencies, 
which has resulted in the kind of consistent, positive customer 
experience that drives repeat business and referrals.”
Martin Claggett, Director of Operations, Blinds.com

RESULTS

Improved agent 
productivity 
means agents take 25% more calls

More consistent 
interactions
with customers and suppliers

Less training time
required for agents

Improved 
satisfaction
for customers through guided 
process flows

Extended 
deployment
of customer service to the  
accounting department

http://genesys.com

